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СЕКЦИЯ  1 
ТЕОРИЯ  КОММУНИКАЦИИ 

 
NEW MEDIA, NEW PRACTICES. CHALLENGES 

FOR COMMUNICATION THEORY 

De Aguilera, M., Malaga 

Thinking about communication 
• Communication theories: they inform  

– modes of study (research, teaching) 
– Public speaking (often not coinciding with private practice) 
– Professional activities 

• Today, major changes in communication (in ways of thinking and performing 
communication) → need to reconsider theories 

• Difficulties for my presentation: 
– Communication, subject to continuous and far-reaching change → 

theoretical redrafting under development, not concluded 
– My proposal: based on the dominant model in the West -my context- and on 

certain suppositions → to what extent do I share these with those attending 
the convention? 

– Limited time to set out ideas and suppositions in depth; I need to prioritise 
certain ideas to argue in one direction 

Communication as scientific activity in a historical context 
Some elements conditioning the way of thinking about communication: 
• Communication as economic and social phenomenon (how communication is 

expressed in a historical context) 
• The historical context, in particular certain elements (certain factors, conditions 

and agents, employing the traditional sociological formula) 
• Institutional context within which study is established (history of national and 

international academic frameworks within which education and research are 
performed) 

• Among these, elements positioned at the "ideas" level, such as: 
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– Fundamental ideas of this social medium (myths and other ideas constituting 
"Modernity") 

– Underlying intellectual or scientific traditions: humanities -rhetoric, 
aesthetics, hermeneutics, historiography, linguistics and social sciences- 
above all, experimental psychology and sociology, likewise anthropology, 
economics and political science-) 

– Main focuses in these sciences (paradigms) 
Communications are created and subsequently subjected to study  

• The historical context: industrialisation and modernisation 
• Mass communication in mass society 
• Birth, consolidation and development of industrial society (including 

communication processes satisfying specific needs: above all those connected 
with power, but also people's daily lives) 

• General purposes: discuss public affairs (inform, promote social inclusion, 
impact on public opinion - manipulate?-), economic development (mass sales), 
entertainment (imagination, emotions, imaginary well-being), oversight of a 
broad context, transmission of social heritage, training... 

• This society establishes foundations in terms of economics (capital gains), 
politics (democracy, imperialism), ideals (Modernity) 

• Creation of networks (communication of people -migratory movements and 
exchanges...-, things -goods...-, ideas -cultures, ideologies, ideas...-) 

• Invention of machines (printing press/telegraph, photos, telephone, cinema, 
recorded sound, radio, TV/ and then others) 

• Institution of models: for communication (linear and quantitative -counting 
audiences, impacts, money-), business (copyright, cultural industries)/ 
professionalisation (roles)/ the study of these (academic frameworks) 
Western tradition in communication theory 

• Dominant model: Eurocentric (1st USA, then also Europe -critical theory and 
political economy, semiotics, cultural studies-), androcentric, mediacentric (mass 
media, applied professions -journalism, advertising, public relations, 
photography...-) 

• Within the context of Modernity (fundamental ideals of industrial society): 
distinction of 3 levels or spheres for cultural action (also objects and methods of 
study): 
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– High culture (fine arts/economic and cultural capital to access these) 
– Popular culture (folk, volks: peasant cultural roots) 
– Mass culture (scorned: technological and economic mediations - the masses 

as recipients) 
• Key paradigms: positivist, historical materialist, cultural-interpretative 
• Key theoretical currents: Mass Communications Research, Information Theory, 

cultural-interpretative currents, Frankfurt School and Political Communication 
Economics, semiotics, cultural studies, gender studies 

• Emphasising influences and discourses in accordance with the function fulfilled 
by the communication phenomenon: informer (cognitive, public), entertain 
(leisure, emotional, private), encourage or pressurise (advertising, propaganda), 
educateè connected with the activity in which communication is applied, but also 
the institutionalisation of its study (e.g. in English-speaking countries - 
communication studies, media studies, cultural studies-; in Russia, traditions in 
90s: journalism, sociology, media, linguistics, literature, semiotics) 
The dominant model 

Concerned with mass communication undertaken using certain media (press, film, 
radio, TV/ not others, such as records and telephone) → in general neglecting 
micro-analysis and excluding interpersonal/direct communications 
Some basic components of the model: 
• Different technologies (reading/writing -multiplication of copies-/ analogue AV -

multiplication of copies, broadcasting-) → different legal and administrative 
systems 

• Representations (in Written, Audio, Visual or mixed idioms) structured as 
narratives 

• Actors- roles: Active emitters- Passive receivers 
• Linear model: E → R 
• Intentionality: the effects (achieving them, defending against them) 
• Economic model: Copyright- cultural industries: 

Creation   →   publishing   →   distribution   →   reception  
                                  (set in medium)   (broadcasting, copies) (payment for fruition) 
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But communication is changing: “4 screens” 
• Changes in what we do (Europe, in 2010: young people aged 22: dedicated 5000 

h to videogames, sent 250000 e-mails, tens of thousands of SMS, 10000 h mobile 
use, 35000 h online) and how we do it → for example: 

– Radio, music, film, other forms of entertainment, information, training: 
consumed by multimedia 

– Content in the "cloud" (global communication distribution and entertainment 
platforms) 

– Content access screens: TV, computer, mobile, console (and tablets) ("4 
screens" +1) (multitask → 2011 in Spain: while watching TV, 77% use a 
laptop - 47% always or almost-, 62% tablet -34% always or almost-, 54% 
use a mobile -29% always or almost-) (Crossmedia) 

– Access: on static and dynamic platforms)/ synchronous, asynchronous 
– The screens (watch, telephone, glasses, laptop, TV, digital hoarding, cinema 

- lit screen-, etc.): interfaces to access content in any here and now 
(are communication practices different here? why?) 

From TV to AV: change in televisual experience 
• Former practice was "watching the telly” (TV): in family, collectively (entire 

nation) and passively (means of flow, with group consumption and "prior 
appointment")/ technological device/ narrative forms 

• Today:  more independent, personalised, active: content is viewed, but not only 
on TV and traditional platforms (and also shared, recommended -"social TV": 
commenting on content via networks while viewing-, modifying, subtitling, 
creating) 

• More than a half of adults view TV content on other platforms (2010: 70%+ 
Internet users watch downloads- 40%+ streaming- 40%+ mobile TV)/Spain: 
among young people, hours dedicated to conventional TV consumption are 
falling 

• Vincent Cerf: TV's iPod moment: all that is live is: news, sports, emergencies/ 
the rest: asynchronous, on demand (sitcoms and dramas): I watch what I want, 
when and where I want (I control the televisual experience) 

• Loyalty to content, not to channels or reception devices (the "best screen" 
available for the content I want to watch) 
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Something has changed 
• The media system (reading/writing, audiovisual, separate platforms → 

digitisation, multimedia, convergence of idioms, formats and platforms) 
• The communication model: linear vs. circular (AV 2.0) 
• Actors and their roles (from passive audiences to active users → prosumer, 

crossumer)  
– breaking the economic model (industry focused on platform, recipient 

paying for fruition) 
– Active role: knowing how to interpret- critical distancing-, seeking out 

elements, appropriating and using them -creating content-, sharing - 
download-, discussing, recommending 

– Old interpretive competencies always supplemented by imagination (and 
appropriations)/ more recent and growing expressive competencies 

New vs. traditional communication forms: Distinctive features  
• Technological transformation (digitisation) 
• Many-to-many configuration (networking) 
• Non-sequential textual structures (hypertextuality) 
• Convergence of mediums and idioms (multimedia) 
• Active user participation (interactivity) 

Theorising the changes 
• Task of redrafting communication theory → correcting defects suffered since its 

conception, adapting it to communicational and social changes: unfinished 
• Difficult to create one single theory:  

– associated with communicative realities slightly different in their nature 
– In general, subject to constant mutation 
– Phenomena are also multifaceted, polyhedral 

• A theoretical explanation often depends on the communicative phenomenon 
being observed in principle (e.g. videogames- TV- networks...) or the facet being 
considered (technological, narrative, economic, cultural) 
Conditions and conditioning 

• Integrate within one single theoretical framework interpersonal, group and mass 
communications 
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• Consideration for convergence of: Old- new media/ mass-interpersonal 
communications/ communications generated by professional organisations 
(industries)- crowd sourcing- user generated content 

• The conditioning elements include: 
– An economic, technological, cultural, social context subject to far-reaching 

and constant change 
– The influence still exerted by the principles of Modernity and the projection 

onto these phenomena of old paradigms (positivist, critical, cultural-
interpretative) 

Some important concepts 
• Convergence, transmedia (Jenkins) 
• Digital culture (Gere) → cultural work (Aguilera) → cultural practices, 

hybridisations (García Canclini), free culture, remix (Lessing) 
• Mediations (Martín Barbero), hypermediations (Scolari) 
• For videogames: ludology (Aarseth), simulation (Frasca) 

A potential approach to Communication Theory education 
• Large Groups (explanation of theories):  
I. Introduction, II. Key contributions to mass communication study. Definition 
and critique of the dominant model  (1-Mass Communications Research, 
Information Theory, 2-Symbolic interactionism and other interpretative 
approaches, 3-Critical focuses: from the Frankfurt School to political 
communication economics, 4-The linguistic twist: semiotics and constructivism, 5-
Study of the emitter: Gatekeeper and Newsmaking, 6-Uses and gratifications, 7-
Long-term effects: Agenda Setting and cultivation hypothesis, 8-Review of the 
dominant model: cultural studies, reception studies, feminist studies), III. New 
realities, new focuses (9- Videogames, Internet, mobile communications: lines of 
study, 10-Digital culture and mediations, 11-cultural work. Building meaning; 
cultural practices; appropriations, hybridisations, remixing) 
• Small Groups (working on texts and research):  
1-Non-Verbal Communications, 2- The active user, 3- Video Games,  
4- Cyberstudies, 5- Mobile Communications 


